Reconstruction) for lane detection in multilane portal monitor systems. MVIR was evaluated for use in the Fixed Site Detection System (FSDS), a prototype three-lane gamma-ray portal monitor system for EZ-pass toll plazas. As a baseline, we compared MVIR with a static emission image reconstruction method in analyzing the same real and simulated data sets. Performance was judged by the distributions of image intensities for source and no-source vehicles over many trials as a function of source strength. We found that MVIR produced significantly better results in all cases. The performance difference was greatest at low count rates, where source/no-source distributions were well separated with the MVIR method, allowing reliable source vehicle identification with a low probability of false positive identifications. Static emission image reconstruction of the same data produced overlapping distributions that made source vehicle identification unreliable. The performance of the static method was acceptable at high count rates. Both algorithms reliably identified two strong sources passing through at nearly the same time.
Performance of the Moving Voxel Image Reconstruction (MVIR) Method in the Fixed Site
Detection System (FSDS) Prototype I. INTRODUCTION T HIS paper presents our work on developing lane detection algorithms for multilane traffic portal monitor systems, particularly EZ-pass toll plaza installations where vehicles travel through at relatively high speeds (typically 2.24 m/s or faster). In these scenarios lane detection is complicated by crosstalk between the lanes. As noted in [1] , a strong source traveling in one lane can be visible to the portal monitors in other lanes and can cause multiple lanes to alarm. With side mounted detectors facing into their lanes, a strong source can be visible in neighboring lanes before it is seen in its own lane, causing the wrong lane to alarm first. This might be rectified using rate logic, such as looking for rate asymmetries in leftand right-facing detectors, or for a high-rate alarm following a low-rate alarm in a neighboring lane. We believe a better approach is to use emission image reconstruction to locate the source vehicle(s). Emission image reconstruction embodies the detailed spatial response of the system and can identify multiple source-containing vehicles passing through at the same time.
Single source location from multilane portal monitor data has been described by Miller and Charlton [2] using inverse neutron transport and by McKigney, et al., using a centroid method [3] . Both methods treat the vehicles as being stationary, an approach we refer to here as "static". In principle, source location precision can be improved by combining a series of time slices covering a significant vehicle travel distance, an approach we refer to here as "dynamic". Although never used before with conventional portal monitors, dynamic source location has been demonstrated with gamma cameras and imagers in various applications. A notable example is the Roadside Tracker system developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [4] , which combines coded aperture images from multiple time slices to increase sensitivity.
We use gamma-ray emission image reconstruction [5] (also called single photon emission computed tomography, or SPECT) to produce gamma-ray source images from conventional portal monitor data. Static emission image reconstruction solves for the distribution of gamma-ray source intensities from a single time slice on a stationary grid. Conventional portal monitors lie within a narrow swath across the lanes of traffic, a non-ideal geometry that leads to a poorly conditioned inverse problem.
To overcome the limitations of static emission image reconstruction for gamma-ray portal monitors, we have developed a dynamic emission image reconstruction method called the moving voxel image reconstruction (MVIR) method [6] . MVIR combines data from multiple time slices to provide a pseudoscan of the vehicles passing through. Importantly, in MVIR we abandon the regular spatial image grid of voxels and instead treat the vehicles themselves as "moving voxels" that can change position fluidly from one time slice to the next. This constrains the sources to be inside identified vehicles; yields a 0018-9499/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE fully coupled solution to the time sequence of data; and correctly handles multiple sources passing through at once. If the velocities and positions of the vehicles are known or can be estimated with sufficient accuracy, this is a well conditioned problem that should yield good results even at low count rates.
In this paper we describe our implementation of MVIR in the FSDS (Fixed Site Detection System) prototype, [7] a three-lane EZ-Pass portal monitor system designed by our team. Results from applying the MVIR method to data collected during the course of the FSDS project and to simulated FSDS data streams are presented and compared with results obtained using static emission image reconstruction.
II. THE FSDS PROTOTYPE
The FSDS prototype was installed at the Tumbler Road Test Bed, a new portal monitor testing facility located at S-Site at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The FSDS has three lanes of portals with three detection panels in each lane. Two panels are side mounted and comprise the side-of-lane detection system. The third panel is mounted overhead, comprising the overhead detection system. The detection panels are mounted horizontally, parallel to traffic flow, as shown in Fig. 1 . The side-oflane and overhead systems are separate and their data are processed independently. Only data and results from the side-oflane system are presented in this report. Each side-of-lane detection panel contains four 12.7 12.7 5.08 cm NaI detectors spaced 25.4 cm apart, along with two 3.8 cm diameter LaBr detectors mounted halfway between the left and right NaI detector pairs and a single 1.5 cm diameter Geiger-Muller detector mounted in the center of the panel. The purpose of the LaBr and GM detectors is to provide functionality in the presence of very strong sources that would saturate the NaI detectors. The detectors are mounted within a 1.27 cm thick lead box that shields the detectors from behind and partially on the sides. Stainless steel shielding of 1.27 cm thickness was placed below and to the sides of the detectors for background reduction.
Background-subtracted NaI net count rates are used in reconstructing spatial images of gamma-ray sources that pass through the portal. In a secondary analysis performed after a source has been detected and located, spectral data from 40 to 3000 keV are used for isotope identification. In this report we will focus on the emission image reconstruction problem using net count rates from the NaI detectors, and will not consider the spectral data, isotope identification results, or data from the LaBr and GM detectors.
Among other features, Fig. 1 shows the photocell receiver halves of the two break beam sensor pairs used in each lane for occupancy and velocity determination. Matching infrared emitting transmitters are mounted on the opposite side of the lane at the same height and position (the axis is parallel to the vehicle travel direction). The break beam pairs are spaced 2.44 m apart. Sensor state change times (beam on-off) are used to determine the lane and velocity of all vehicles passing through the portal. This simple arrangement was sufficient for our study, which involved only passenger vehicles. We do not recommend this method for general use in the field without modifications for handling trucks, motorcycles, and other problematic vehicles. Spectral data from the detectors is streamed to analysis computers via gigabit Ethernet, arriving in time slices of s duration. The spectra are converted to net total count rates for each detector and time slice . The dual break beam sensors give the velocity and length of each vehicle, allowing the position of the vehicle before and after the occupancy to be calculated using a constant velocity assumption. Thus, we can correlate the detector rates with the position of vehicle as a function of time. For static emission image reconstruction we use a single time slice, when the vehicle is midway through the portal. For dynamic emission image reconstruction we delay analysis until the vehicle has traveled some distance beyond the portal, then analyze consecutive time slices that ideally bracket the rise and fall of the count rate when a source passes through. In this study we delayed analysis for the time required to travel 10 m (2 s, or 40 slices, at 5 m/s), based on velocity estimates from the occupancy sensors. A constant number of time slices was used in all cases. This is wider than is needed to include 99% or more of the count rate for vehicles traveling 2.24 m/s (5 mph) or faster.
Every vehicle occupancy triggers an independent analysis to determine whether or not that "occupancy vehicle" is carrying a source. MVIR is intended for eventual use with video tracking of vehicles, [4] , [8] which can record complex traffic behavior such as lane changes and stopping, and can see vehicles approaching from a distance. An occupancy sensor based system such as FSDS requires a constant velocity assumption and can only see future vehicles by delaying analysis. To account for a strong source that has not reached the portal in time for its vehicle to be assigned a voxel, we add a hypothetical "future voxel" in each lane beyond the leading edge of the analysis time window, as shown in Fig. 2 . Future voxels move with the same velocity as the current occupancy voxel.
III. THE MVIR METHOD
In a static emission image reconstruction we reconstruct the source distribution on a fixed rectangular grid defining possible source positions for a single time slice. In this study we used an voxel static grid, with 7 voxels of 5 m length in each lane. The grid is centered on the portals, so the center voxel in each lane corresponds to a vehicle midway through the portal. The static emission image reconstruction problem for time slice can be written (1) or in vector-matrix notation,
where is the net total count rate in detector during time slice is the source activity in voxel during slice ; and is the efficiency for detecting radiation emitted from voxel in detector . Solution of the linear system of (2) gives the distribution of source activity over the image grid during slice . A time sequence of images can be shifted and added to improve image quality when a single source is passing through. This approach is most suitable for gamma imagers, which can produce good quality images in a single time slice.
In MVIR we eliminate the fixed image grid and designate each vehicle within the analysis time window as a moving voxel with index . The response matrix thus becomes time dependent, , while the source vector becomes constant, for all . That is,
Because we are solving for the same image in every time slice , we can couple single emission image reconstruction problems of dimension to create the time-dependent system of equations of dimension (4) where the are sub-vectors of the -vector and the are submatrices of the dynamic matrix . For our side of lane system, with two panels per lane in three lanes, we have . With , there are independent measurements in the analysis. In MVIR, is the variable number of vehicles that are within the analysis time window, plus one future voxel per lane. We used the "Best-Two" non-negative least squares (NNLS) solver [9] , which separately solves the NNLS (non-negative least squares) problem [10] for all possible two-voxel models, to solve the inverse problems in (2) and (4). Best Two gives an exact least squares fit with no parameters to adjust, and can be used to solve underdetermined problems for which . The PortalSim software [11] was used to model data for simulations and to generate the response matrices and . PortalSim combines simulation of attenuated gamma-ray spectra using the material basis set method [9] with ray tracing to describe shielding and collimation. The values and used in the static and dynamic emission image reconstructions are normalized to give an image value for a bare 37 MBq (1 mCi)
Cs source located in voxel . Solution of the static or dynamic model in (2) or (4) 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
We used a collection of simulated and real data runs in which one to three vehicles passed through the FSDS prototype with and without gamma-ray sources to evaluate the performance of MVIR and static imaging. The real data runs were uninterrupted data streams from 10 to 30 min in duration. In each run the drivers repeated a specific scenario for 10 or more replicates, looping around our test track and passing through the same portal lane repeatedly. This data, which has isolated clusters of vehicle occupancies separated by the time required to loop around the track (about 1 min), was replayed through our analysis software and quantities of interest were tallied. The simulated data run files had the same format as real data run files and were replayed using the same analysis software.
The objective in using simulated data was to compare the noise tolerance of the MVIR and static algorithms, by analyzing idealized data streams subjected to Poisson randomization. The objective in the collection of real data runs was to evaluate realistic algorithm performance for (1) locating single sources of varying intensity and (2) locating two sources in close proximity. Practical considerations prevented the use of a realistically large number of vehicles passing through at one time, so we used injection of simulated occupancies into real data streams to increase the apparent number of vehicles passing through.
In both our simulated and real data runs the cases we examined are fairly simple in terms of source geometry. We tried to keep the source at about 1.5 m height and near the center of the vehicle in all cases. Thus, any conclusions reached here may not apply to difficult cases such as concealment of a source under a vehicle's chassis.
A. Simulation of FSDS Data Streams
We used the PortalSim software to generate an ideal noisefree data stream corresponding to a 37 MBq (1.0 mCi) Cs point source at a height of 1.5 m passing through an outer lane at 4.47 m/s (10 mph) in a vehicle of 3 m length. This ideal noise-free data was scaled; added to a background response of 250 cps per detector; and then randomized with Poisson statistics to generate 10 000 replicate data runs at each of seven source strengths ranging from 0 to 370 MBq. The seven sets of simulated data were analyzed in the same manner as real data runs.
B. Real Data Collection
Our drivers followed written scenarios in generating real data runs. The scenarios specified driving details such as the velocity of each vehicle; the lanes to drive through; the lag distance between vehicles in adjacent lanes; and which vehicles carried sources. The intent was to generate sets of one-and two-source data streams with significant variation in the details of how the vehicles and sources passed through the portals. Ba source produced peak net lane count rates of approximately 110 000 cps. The sources were placed where their gamma rays would be readily visible to our detectors (i.e., they were not hidden). In the minivans and the SUV, the sources were secured to the headrest of the passenger side rear seat. In the pickup truck, stronger sources were mounted on a lab stand in the bed of the truck, at a height of 1.5 m above the ground. Weaker sources were placed on the headrest of the rear seat.
The grouping and number of vehicles was varied in the run scenarios. Multiple replicates (normally 10 passes) were performed for each run. For the single-source cases reported here, 48 runs were performed with a single vehicle, 4 with two vehicles, and 9 with three vehicles, for a total of 61 runs. For the two-source cases, 16 runs were performed with two vehicles. Vehicle velocities were varied from 2.24 to 13.4 m/s in 2.24-m/s steps. The lag distance of the second vehicle relative to the primary (source) vehicle was varied from 1.5 to 1.5 vehicle lengths, in steps of approximately 0.5 car lengths.
There were relatively few trials involving two and three vehicles. To cover more cases, in some two-vehicle runs the drivers varied the lag distance on repeat trials. Even so, not all permutations of lag distance and velocity were covered in the two and three vehicle cases with a single source. The drivers were instructed to focus on safety rather than on maintaining exact velocities and lag distances, resulting in significant natural variations over replicate passes. For example, in one run with three vehicles and a scenario velocity of 4.47 m/s, the measured velocities ranged from 4.24 to 6.03 m/s. Such variations are desirable, as they fill in gaps between steps. Note that our singlesource runs did not exhaust all possible combinations of sources and other variables. None of the listed sources were used with the complete set of velocity and lag scenarios.
One to three vehicles arriving in a cluster represents sparse traffic. Dense traffic is of greater interest because of the higher potential for a strong source to produce apparent images of weaker sources in nearby no-source vehicles (called "spillover" here). To mimic dense traffic conditions, we injected simulated no-source vehicle occupancies before and after the actual occupancies, to maintain a total of twenty one occupancies per vehicle cluster (seven per lane). This was done by adding occupancies to the break-beam sensor data stream; there was no modification of the count rate data used in emission image reconstruction. This is not an exact model of added traffic, as it ignores background suppression caused by the vehicles within the portals. However, background suppression effects are unusually small with our system. Typical vehicle portal monitors are mounted vertically and their highest detectors look down on the vehicle. Background gammas from the roadway must pass through vehicle to be seen, suppressing the background rate significantly during occupancies. In contrast, the low horizontal mounting of our side Fig. 1 ) allows detectors to see underneath the vehicle, resulting in minimal background suppression. For example, the background suppression for the extended cab Silverado pickup truck in the foreground of Fig. 1 was 2.1% , measured with the truck centered in the middle portal. Background suppression slightly reduces the net count rates in (1) and (3), resulting in lower image intensities and fewer positive results on average. Omitting this effect in injected occupancies results in a higher number of false positive indications in no-source occupancies, which leads to conservative performance estimates for both the MVIR and static algorithms.
The rule used for injected occupancies was that they have the velocity and length of the nearest actual vehicle, with 1-2 time slices spacing between vehicles. At 4.47 m/s, this is an average following distance of 0.31 m. A single-vehicle cluster results in a uniform, perfectly synchronized pattern of 21 occupancies across the three lanes. With two and three vehicles, the lag distance and velocity difference between the real vehicles results in a less regular pattern.
For data replay, we divided the single-source data runs into four data sets based on the source intensity (from "Weak" to "Very Strong"). The two-source runs were analyzed as a single data set, called "Two Source". Table II presents a breakdown of the number of single-and two-source occupancies by data set and case.
C. Data Analysis and Replay
We used the MultiPortal_Util software [12] to replay and score simulated and real data runs. MultiPortal_Util uses the same analysis functions as the MultiPortal_OAA software used in real time in the FSDS system, and has stand alone batch replay and scoring capabilities useful for algorithm evaluation.
Emission image reconstruction produces a distribution of source intensities over all voxels in the problem. Since every vehicle triggers a separate analysis as it passes through the occupancy sensors, a vehicle in a cluster of other vehicles will be included in several emission images at different voxel locations. An important question is how to condense all this image information to support source location and alarm generation. In particular, we require a binary decision of "positive" (there is a source in this vehicle) or "negative" (there is no source in this vehicle) for every vehicle passing through.
Our approach to source location is to treat the source intensity in the current occupancy vehicle voxel as the sole measure of that vehicle's radiation content. Specifically, we ignore the image intensities of all other voxels in the image. In Fig. 3 . The forward and reverse cumulative frequency distributions of the occupancy voxel intensity for the source and no-source distributions for static emission image reconstruction of the 10 000 simulated 0.37 MBq Cs replicates. Note that no-source cases are plotted at 100 times scale. Results for the MVIR and static algorithms are compared.
this philosophy, the purpose of the emission image reconstruction is to estimate the source intensity in the occupancy vehicle while accounting for (and excluding) all external sources that contribute to the rates observed. For example, a high intensity source in a nearby vehicle can contribute high count rates during an occupancy by a vehicle with no source. The purpose of emission image reconstruction is to assign the high count rates to the nearby vehicle and clear the current occupancy vehicle of suspicion. Note that the source in the nearby vehicle will not get away-that source will be detected during the nearby vehicle's occupancy.
The scoring procedure we used is to frequency bin the occupancy voxel intensities separately for source and no-source occupancies, for each data set of runs listed in Table II . The degree of overlap of the source and no-source distributions was used as a measure of the algorithm's performance.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is instructive to examine our simulation results first, before discussing our analysis of real data runs. In this section we present results from the analysis of simulated data runs, and examine the relative standard deviations of the analyzed values as a function of the source strength for the MVIR and static algorithms. We then present and discuss results from the analysis of real data runs for single sources. We conclude this section with a discussion of results from two-source real data runs. Fig. 3 shows the forward and reverse cumulative frequency distributions of the occupancy voxel intensities for the simulated 0.37 MBq (0.01 mCi)
A. Simulation Results
Cs data stream replicates, analyzed using the MVIR and static algorithms. The forward cumulative frequency distribution gives the frequency of binned results axis value, whereas the reverse cumulative frequency distribution is the inverse ( axis value). The frequencies are normalized to 1.0 to put them on the same basis, and the no-source frequencies are shown at a 100 scale for visibility. Shown in this figure are results for both the MVIR and static analyses.
A perfect result in Fig. 3 would be zero for the no-source case and 0.37 MBq with the source present. Since the data are ideal except for simulated Poisson noise, one can interpret the broadening of the distributions away from those true values as an indicator of the noise tolerance of the algorithms. What we see in the figure is that both the source and no-source distributions are significantly broader for the static algorithm than for the MVIR. At this source strength, the source and no-source distributions overlap significantly with the static algorithm, which in a real system would force an unfavorable tradeoff between the expected true positive rates (TP) and false positive rates (FP) for lane detection. In contrast, the MVIR analysis of the same data resulted in a wide gap between the source and no-source distributions, which enables a clean separation between true and false positives. Fig. 4 shows the relative standard deviation (rel. std. dev.) of the occupancy voxel intensities as a function of the simulated source strength, for MVIR and static analyses of simulated data runs ranging from 0.37 to 370.0 MBq Cs. The rel. std. dev. of the simulated static algorithm values are, on average, 13.5 times the MVIR values. Moreover, the static algorithm requires a source of approximately 24.1 MBq to match the MVIR image quality at 0.37 MBq (a factor of 65 difference in sensitivity).
B. Single Source Real Data Sets
Analysis of the "Weak" data set shows that the MVIR algorithm provides better results than the static algorithm when analyzing real data at low count rates. The smallest gamma source in that data set was 1.30 MBq Cs, which yields about twice the peak net lane count rate as seen in our simulation of the 0.37 MBq Cs (there is some loss due to attenuation in the vehicle that is not modeled in the simulated data). Included in the "Weak" set were a mix of Cs sources, the largest being 3.81 MBq. Fig. 5(a) shows the forward and reverse cumulative frequency distributions of the occupancy voxel intensities for the "Weak" source and no-source cases, respectively. Fig. 5(b) shows corresponding ROC (receiver operating characteristics) curves for the distributions in Fig. 5(a) . As with the simulated data, there is a significantly better separation of the source and no-source cases with the MVIR algorithm than with the static algorithm, allowing a high true positive rate with a low probability of alarming on a nearby no-source vehicle. For example, at the true positive rate , the false positive rate is only . The static emission image reconstruction results in an unfavorable tradeoff between true and false positive rates, resulting in a true positive rate of only at the unacceptably high spillover false positive rate of . The steps in the forward cumulative frequency response for the MVIR distribution in Fig. 5(a) correspond to different vehicle and source combinations within the "Weak" data set. The true source strengths vary from 1.30 to 3.33 equiv. MBq for this case. Because there is no correction in our emission image reconstructions for gamma ray attenuation through the sides of the vehicles, we do not expect exact agreement between the known and reconstructed source strengths. To the extent we can judge, the occupancy voxel intensities for the MVIR results appear to be approximately correct. The no-source occupancies for the five real data sets listed in Table II are near a gamma-ray source and thus see elevated count rates. The occupancies nearest to the source vehicle can see 20% or more of the net rate seen during the source occupancy. Fig. 6 shows the "Very Strong" forward and reverse cumulative frequency distributions of the occupancy voxel intensities for the source and no-source cases, respectively, from the analysis of the 1670 MBq Co data. What we see in the figure is that there is a wider separation between the source and no-source distributions for all three analyses than was seen with the "Weak" data set. Note that in this case the no-source distribution extends to significantly higher source strengths than with the weak data set, reaching 18.5 MBq for the MVIR results. This means that one cannot set a constant alarm threshold on that is optimal for all source strengths. The "Very Strong" source-present distribution for the static method is very broad, with 16% of cases tailing down to 0 MBq. Fig. 7(a) -(c) show ROC curves for the "Medium", "Strong", and "Very Strong" data set analyses. The clean separation between source and no-source distributions with the MVIR analysis for all three data sets allows one to attain a true positive rate at at all three source strengths. The static algorithm produces marginally acceptable results with the "Strong" and "Very Strong" data sets, although it fails to reach at a low FP. The tradeoff observed between true positive and false positive rates with static emission image reconstruction on the "Medium" data set is not acceptable, in our view.
The determination of true and false alarm states requires a reasonable threshold setting on the value. Table III lists thresholds for the five data sets, analyzed using the MVIR and static methods. The thresholds are the highest no-source values that gave a false positive rate due to spillover detections from the neighboring lane if it contains a source. In general the single source threshold required to attain increases with the source strength. Also shown in Table III are ratios of the threshold to the median value observed with the source present. Here we see that with one exception the threshold decreases as a fraction of the true will not work for all source strengths. One must adjust the threshold based on the highest value in a cluster of vehicles or some similar observation. Threshold adjustment is application and system specific, and so is not described here.
C. Two-Source Results
The ability to identify two-source vehicles passing through the system at the same time is highly desirable. The configuration space of possible two-source combinations is large. Here, we present results for one case, the "Two Source" data set of two strong sources of similar intensity (the example time window in Fig. 2 shows lane rates taken from a typical occupancy in this data set). Fig. 8(a) shows the "Two-Source" forward and reverse cumulative frequency distributions of the occupancy voxel intensities for the source and no-source cases, respectively. Fig. 8 (b) shows the corresponding ROC curve for the same data. The figures show that the presence of the second source increases the likelihood of spillover false positives for both algorithms, as would be expected (compare 8(b) with 7(b)). In particular, the MVIR algorithm achieves a true positive rate of at a false positive rate of . Two-source events are important to detect, so in practice one would likely accept a false positive rate of to achieve a high identification rate. Since two-source events are expected to be uncommon, this relatively high would not translate into a large number of actual false alarms. From that perspective the performance with the "Two-source" data set is acceptable, being best for the MVIR analysis and worst for the static algorithm. The sharp step between the low and high intensity sources with the MVIR source-present distribution in Fig. 8(a) at about 37 and 85 MBq shows that the image intensity estimation remains precise even with two sources.
From Fig. 8 it appears that the static algorithm performs almost as well with two sources as with one. The Best Two solver is responsible for this counterintuitive result. With just one source, the second solution voxel is free to wander and contribute to broadening of the distributions. The presence of the second source clamps the solution and results in a better differentiation between source and no-source cases.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that the MVIR method performs significantly better than the baseline static algorithm in detecting weak sources and appears to be a better choice at all source intensities, for the simple geometries we have tested. In simulations, the static algorithm required a 65 times stronger source than MVIR to achieve the same image quality. MVIR performed well with real data from our set of "Weak' sources (with count rates roughly one to two times the background level), achieving a true positive identification rate of at a spillover false positive rate of . With the same data, the static algorithm attained a true positive rate of at the unacceptably high spillover false positive rate of . The performance difference between MVIR and static emission image reconstruction decreases with increasing source strength; the static algorithm gives marginally acceptable results with high rate sources. This may make the static algorithm a useful adjunct method for use with stalled or erratic traffic, which the MVIR method cannot handle when occupancy sensors are used for vehicle tracking. Both algorithms correctly identified two strong sources passing through the portal at nearly the same time.
